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Abstract� This paper describes a framework for ret�
rospective document conversion in the library domain�
Drawing on the experience and insight gained from pro�
jects launched over the present decade by the European
Commission� it outlines the requirements for solving the
problem of retroconversion and traces the main phases
of associated processing� To highlight the main prob�
lems encountered in this area� the paper also outlines
studies conducted by our group in the more project for
the retroconversion of old catalogues belonging to two
di�erent Libraries � National French Library and Royal
Belgian Library� For the French Library� the idea was to
study the feasibility of a recognition approach avoiding
the use of ocr and basing the strategy mainly on vi�
sual features� The challenge was to recognize a logical
structure from its physical aspects� The modest results
obtained from experiments for this �rst study led us�
in the second study� to base the structural recognition
methodology more on the logical aspects by focussing
the analysis on the content� Furthermore� for the Bel�
gian references� the aim was to convert reference cata�
logues into a more conventional unimarc format while
respecting the industrial constraints�Without manual in�
tervention� 	
� rate of correct recognition was obtained
on �� catalogues containing about 
� references�

Key words� Retrospective Conversion� Library Cata�
logue� Reference Recognition� Structure Analysis� ocr�
unimarc

� Introduction

The success of library automation� resulting in user�frien�
dly on�line catalogues� integrated with the web and
other circulation�systems facilities� has created an ur�
gent need for retroconversion of the older parts of cata�
logues ������������ As users get familiar with the new
catalogue medium� the documents not registered in ma�
chine�readable form become �invisible� and unreadable�
� A catalogue is a list of bibliographic descriptions of works�

This has meant for many libraries the relegation of an
important part of their rich stock of documents to a state
of inaccessibility�
Such obvious waste of library collections in addition

to the cost di�erence between manual handling and an
equivalent set of automatic routines has made a strong
case for the need to convert a library�s entire collection
of works to machine�readable records� in the interest of
ensuring an e�cient use of the investment in the new
technology�
This has led to the search for cost�e�ective tools for

the conversion of old catalogues into machine�readable
forms� This search has not been limited to the sole prob�
lem of conversion but has been extended to embracing
other objectives such as ensuring very high rates of dis�
tribution and sharing of documents between several li�
braries�
In this framework� the European commission laun�

ched a big library program in order to help libraries in
the use of modern data processing ����������� Its speci�c
objective was to promote�

� the availability and the accessibility of modern li�
brary services throughout the community� taking into
account existing geographic discrepancies in library
provision�

� a more rapid penetration of information and commu�
nications technology in cost�e�ective way�

� the standardisation required for resource sharing am�
ong libraries�

� the harmonisation and convergence of national poli�
cies for libraries�

The plan involves four lines of action within which a
range of shared�cost cooperative projects could be laun�
ched� The �rst line is more speci�cally connected with
the retroconversion problem� It proposes projects to cre�
ate� enhance and harmonize machine�readable bibliogra�
phies �principally national bibliographies used for inter�
national bibliographic services� and union catalogues as
well as the development of the necessary tools and meth�
ods for retrospective conversion of catalogues of interna�
tionally important collections�
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Three projects� based on ocr�icr approaches� were
launched in order to cover the main problems encoun�
tered in the automatic conversion of catalogues such as�

� the search for a common format to harmonize the
representation of di�erent kinds of references and for
a system of indexing and classifying� in bibliotheca
project �����

� the search for ocr packages adapted to the problem
of retroconversion involving a large set of characters
and tools for fast and cheap mass conversion of card
catalogue�� in facit project �����
��	��

� and the study of the role and use of dictionaries in
the structure modelling and recognition of catalogues
by ocr techniques in more project �
�����

Drawing heavily on the experience and insight gained
from more� ������ and particularly on the various re�
ports and recommendations published on the other two
projects� this paper outlines the main phases of retro�
conversion for a real production chain and states the rel�
evant requirements of the retroconversion operation on
such a chain�
The paper is divided into four main sections�
The �rst section brie�y outlines the cataloguing spec�

i�cation and describes in general terms the bibliography
organization and gives some basic concepts used in this
area�
The second section tries to sketch what could be a

recognition process for the bibliography problem and de�
scribes its main phases�
The last two sections are devoted to the description

of the experiments conducted on the recognition process
for the two libraries studied� Each section reviews the
library speci�cation� the methodology used and the re�
sults obtained from some selected references�
In the conclusion� we will give a synthesis on the

retroconversion problem and propose some perspective
in a larger domain such as digital library�

� Cataloguing Speci	cation

��� Bibliography Organization

A bibliography is organized into catalogues as a list of
bibliographic descriptions of items according to a set of
cataloguing rules set up by the library to give access to
the items� Items can be stored physically on paper cards
in alphabetical order with one item per card� They can
also be stored on micro�ches� in bookform or as elec�
tronic records�
The content of an item depends on the type of cat�

alogue � alphabetic� dictionary� systematic� topographi�
cal� etc� and on the type of materials described � books
�monographs�� periodicals �serials�� maps� prints� etc� An
alphabetic catalogue is organized by headings �author�s

� A catalogue whose elements are cards
� Marc Optical REcognition� supported by the same organ

ism between �		� and �		
�

Fig� �� Example of the �rst page of the Belgian Library
Catalogue in bookform�

names and titles�� including main entries�� added en�
tries� and abbreviated entries�� A dictionary catalogue
is a catalogue with subject headings� as well as authors�
names� titles and reference headings are organized in an
alphabetic sequence� A systematic catalogue is a cata�
logue organized according to a classi�cation system such
as Universal Decimal Classi�cation �udc�� Finally� a to�
pographical catalogue is organized according to the geo�
graphical or topographical areas described in the works�
Figure � gives an example of the �rst page of the

Belgian catalogue in bookform� Its organization is of
the udc type� This catalogue is divided into monthly
catalogues� Each one contains references led to a spe�
ci�c theme and stored on two columns as separated line
blocks�

� The entry in the catalogue containing the fullest biblio
graphic description and the prefered heading �main author
or title according to the cataloguing rules used�
� An entry supplementing the main entry to give extra ac

cess points
� Usually an added entry �title� secondary author� transla

tor or subject�
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��� Reference Speci�cation

The macrostructure organization of all bibliographical
catalogues can be divided into references� Each reference
may itself be divided into elements which can be coded
into a readable format on the target machine�
The bibliographical reference contents of the cata�

logues share a number of similar features just as do the
bibliographical reference contents of catalogues belong�
ing to the same library but covering di�erent periods�
Normalized in form as they are today� all bibliographical
references invariably contain information which either
guides the reader in his research or advertises published
documents available elsewhere� e�g� in national bibliogra�
phies�

The Structure
The reference structure obeys some rules relating to

the physical� the logical and the semantical level� Figure �
gives a real example of a reference from the Belgian cat�
alogue and shows its logical description�

� The physical level describes the reference in terms of
consecutive areas �i�e� format�� It gives for each area
the number of characters or digits� the descriptor and
the interest of the information contained�

� The logical level gives the nature of the information
put in each area such as �title� in the �rst area� �au�
thor� in the second� �edition� in the third� etc�

� The semantical level corresponds to the speci�c cat�
aloguing rules of each library� It gives the formal and
informal rules in producing a speci�c catalogue �elec�
tronic�� These rules determine what bibliographic el�
ements to select� how to formulate the entries and
how to represent them in the electronic catalogue�

The Standards
The middle of the ��th century saw the birth of an

international movement towards the uni�cation of cat�
alogue construction ���� This marked the beginning of
a progressive development of research tools culminating
in the isbd� of the nineteen�seventies� representing an
international e�ort to harmonize cataloguing rules ��	�
����

isbd is a standard which speci�es for each type of
document�

� the full list of information elements that a complete
bibliographical reference can contain along with the
associated hierarchical structure�

� the sequential conventional notation for the normal�
ized presentation of these elements �initially on pa�
per support�� isbd rules aim among other things at
a presentation of bibliographical information which
favours easy user understanding without the need to
be familiar with the language of publication� speci�c
names� etc�

This normalization not only led to the emergence of
machine�readable bibliographical format� but was also

� International Standard Bibliographic Description�

(a) Reference Example

(b) Logical Level: Area Description
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Fig� �� Reference Structure�

instrumental in making it compatible with the ��	� in�
ternational unimarc� format� unimarc is an attempt to
standardize the di�erent varieties of the marc	 format in
use in the u�s�a� and several European countries ����
��
As seen in the example of the �gure � for the same refer�
ence given in ��a� each �eld in unimarc has a three�digit
code� Fields correspond to udc� heading� author� etc�
Each code is followed by an information giving the im�
portance and the origin of the �eld coded on two or three
digits� Sub�elds� when they exist� are given by means of
a speci�c letter preceded by the dollar symbol�
The isbd punctuation facilitates the labelling of bibli�

ographical information during catalogue conversion into
machine�readable records� The segmentation of pre�isbd
written references into bibliographical units is still pos�
sible� as the realization of catalogues almost invariably
follows the same rules which have been preserved and
have evolved into national and international harmoniza�
tion�

��� The Speci�c Problems in Recognition

The use of generic tools to manipulate bibliographical
information almost invariably poses the same problems�
These are related to the following facts�

� Heterogeneous Content� The reference catalogue is
usually produced over a long period of time during
which the cataloguing rules change� It contains ref�
erences produced by di�erent cataloguing agencies

� UNIversal MAchine Readable Catalogues�
	 MAchineReadable Cataloguing format�
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UNIMARC
<675  I=bb <$a 159.962</$a></675>
<200  I=0b <$f Gérard Liger-Belair</$f>
           <$a Je suis fakir </$a>,/200>
<700  I=b0 <$a Liger Belair</$a>
           <$b Gérard</$b></700>
<210  I=bb <$a Verviers</$a>
           <$c Editions Gérard & CO]</$c>
           <$d [1973]</$d> </210>
<215  I=bb <$d 320 carré</$d>
           <$c couv.,i11.</$c>
           <$a 158 p.</$a></215>
<010  I=bb <$d 30 BEF</$d></010>
<225  I=2b <$a Marabout-flash</4a>
           <$v 352</$v></225>
<517  I=0i1<$a Souvenirs, révélations,
               conseils</$a></517>
<900  I=bb <$a B.D.14.814352</$a>
           <$b 73-2108</$b></900>

UDC
Vedette

Author

Publisher

Collation

Price
Collection

Note

Ref.

FIELDS

Fig� �� UNIMARC Coding�

each applying their own rules� Many catalogues to be
converted contain many di�erent types of references�
main entry references with headings representing au�
thors or titles� Added entries by secondary authors�
title� subjects� etc� Entries covering more than one
reference� The system must be able to di�erentiate
between these types and handle the information ac�
cording to the type�

� Typographic imperfections� Bibliographical informa�
tion is made up of text containing a large number
of abbreviated words� not only in the document lan�
guage but in the cataloguing language as well� It also
contains numerical information� sometimes in Roman
numerals� and an important quantity of names� To
these must be added the multiplicity of languages
and the use of a wide range of stressed characters in
contrast with Latin writing styles� There is higher fre�
quency of punctuation marks than in ordinary text�
In addition to their natural role� punctuation marks
are used as separators to delimit logical elements of
information� The presence of several similar charac�
ter sets such as hyphens and long dashes� parenthe�
ses and square brackets� further increases their fre�
quency� Printed catalogues make use of typography
to di�erentiate between sets of elements belonging to
the same logical category� Unlike card catalogues� the
layout is more elaborate� including systematic justi�
�cation of text� variable spacing� and at times word
cutting at the end of line� Some of the word cuts be�
long to the publication language of the catalogue to
convert�

� Linguistic variabilities� The recognition of some �elds
depends on the recognition of some key words in spe�
ci�c lexicons� In these lexicons we can �nd all the
cataloguing vocabulary and all the words that exist
in bibliographical work titles and insertions concern�
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Specific Catalogues
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Target Format

Data Acquisition

Input Catalogue

Elecronic Catalogue
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Format
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Fig� �� Retroconversion System Overview�

ing the �authorship responsibility�� Punctuation is
usually less reliable than that of isbd� Some words
are related to the publication language �title �elds�
edition� address� collection� and others are related to
the cataloguing language �collation and notes�� Fi�
nally� all the words have to be taken into account
in a complete form and also in an abbreviated form�
knowing that they were not normalized at the time
of the tests�

� Higher Density of Structure� The main problem posed
by the bibliographical references resides in the den�
sity of their logical structure and the multiplicity
of the choice of information sequences� In fact� sev�
eral cataloguing entities are optional and repetitive�
These information elements are required only for the
cataloguer if the information exists in the catalogued
document� Furthermore� these elements can depend
on the kind of the document and of course on the kind
of references� such as �monograph� or periodical pub�
lications� or as in certain catalogues� on �principal�
or �secondary� reference� Finally� a practice inherited
from printed catalogues is at the root of the current
use of punctuation marks as a means of condensed
representation of information� The isbd normaliza�
tion on the international level further reinforces this�
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Figure  shows the main phases of the recognition pro�
cessing of references� In the following sections� we brie�y
describe the di�erent components and outline what is
general for the two applications performed�

��� Data Acquisition

The main problems with handling catalogues are related
to the automatic feeding of the pages or cards� the ex�
istence of cards printed on both sides� and the variable
quality of machine written cards�
For catalogues in bookform as in the more project�

pages are separated and fed separately� The project has
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identi�ed scanners capable of handling a great quantity
of pages at acceptable speed� In fact� the speed of the
scanning process does not depend entirely on the scan�
ner itself� but also on the controller page as well as the
speed of the controlling system� For the resolution and
because of the variations in printing quality� many tests
were operated in order to determine the acceptable res�
olution �in our case ��� dpi� which can be used for all
the pages of the catalogue�
Data acquisition also includes data formatting� Indi�

vidually pasting into pages alters the reference images
�skew angle� font changing� cut or connected characters�
etc��� In order to take into account such particularities�
speci�c algorithms had to be developed ���� to handle�

� Skew Correction� As references are pasted manually
within columns and have their own typography� a
skew detection technique is applied separately on each
block after the segmentation procedure� The skew de�
tection technique makes use of connectivity analysis
as well as of grouping stage to partition the con�
nected components �cc�s� into homogeneous group
blocks containing the references� We used the Baird
technique �	� for the determination of the skew an�
gle by maximizing the histogram projection of the
midpoint of the bottom side of the cc bounding box�
The objective function is computed as the sum of the
squares of the pro�le bins�

� Block Segmentation� It is based on connected com�
ponents analysis and studies for each set of cc�s� the
classes of di�erent lengths of spaces between the cc�s�
as well as their size and regularity� The analysis is
done in two steps�
In the �rst step� cc�s are merged into sets of approx�
imately aligned cc�s� For example� a text line can be
partitioned into three sets of cc�s� the �rst for accents
and apostrophes� the second for letters and the third
for punctuation �cf� �g� 
�� In this manner� two suc�
cessive text lines are never merged� and large con�
nected components are easily isolated� The cc�s in
each set are analyzed individually if they are few� or
globally otherwise�
In the global analysis� the width of the cc�s as well
as the space between them are studied� If there are
more than three types of di�erent lengths of spaces�
the analysis is recursively applied to the two sets of
cc�s around the largest space �this allows the sepa�
ration of two columns� for example�� If there is a cc
whose width is much larger than those of the rest� it
is separated and analyzed apart�
In the second step� the sets obtained in the previ�
ous step are globally analyzed with respect to their
neighbors in order to either correct the errors of the
previous classi�cation or to merge similar sets into
lines� At last lines are merged into blocks by con�
sidering line spaces parameters� More details on the
segmentation algorithm can be found in ����

� Text Conversion� Text is seen in this application as
a series of visual features each one composed of text
�connected characters or words� and a number of ty�
pographic parameters such as font style� mode� punc�

2nd Set

3rd Set

1st Set

4th Set

(b)

(a)

Document, Analysis and Processing.

1st Line

2nd Line

cc’s

 y g

i i

, .
Document  Anal sis and Processin

(c)

 y g
Document, Anal sis and Processin .

Fig� �� Connected Component Sets�

tuation� etc� Di�erent extraction procedures for these
visual features are applied in the two versions of the
system�
In the one concerning the French National Library� a
pattern matching approach is performed for the ex�
traction of all visual features using speci�c templates
trained from samples� This did not involve ocr�
In the study concerning the Belgian Library� di�er�
ent commercial ocr systems were used� They pro�
duced better results for the feature extraction ����
�	����������� Because of the large number of charac�
ters used in catalogues� including letters with diacrit�
ics and special symbols �such as Greek characters�� a
retroconversion ocr package must be able to handle
the ���bit unicode or a near subset ��������

��� Dictionaries

The number of languages found in the the same cat�
alogue prohibits the use of large standard dictionaries
�with ���� � ������� wordforms�� It is normal to �nd �

di�erent languages in the same catalogue� The prototype
for retroconversion must include some speci�c procedure
for identifying the language of the current �eld �in gen�
eral more apparent in the title��
For veri�cation of words and strings� a set of gen�

eral and speci�c dictionaries are provided by the user�
Speci�c dictionaries include� marks� list of publication
places �with country codes�� list of typical names �fam�
ily names� special names� like name of kings� princes�
popes� list of publishers� names� list of typical words and
phrases used in cataloguing such as �edited by�� �S�L���
�S�A�� �with indication of languages where that words
occur�� The prototype must include routines for dictio�
nary look up in order to validate the word spelling�

��� Structure Analysis

The main di�culty is to segment the reference text into
a hierarchy of �elds and sub��elds �called logical struc�
ture� according to the standard� This requires the use
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of a structure model for the reference class and an anal�
ysis approach that is able to extract from the image a
valid instance for this model� For the structure analy�
sis� the idea is to make use of a generic model which
informs about the general appearance of the �elds in the
data strings� Because of the poverty of the physical struc�
ture� the emphasis is rather put on the logical structure
which is more informative� The hierarchy is exhibited by
generic constructors and quali�ers highlighting the dif�
ferent structure occurrences� Because of the presence of
�repetitive� and �optional� cases complicating the prob�
lem of �eld separation� the structure analysis is based on
segmentation hypotheses management �
We applied this schema on the two di�erent libraries�

Since the needs are not similar� we used two di�erent ap�
proaches for the analysis� In the �rst case� the method
is in�uenced by the image which orients the analysis to
a merging process analysis into sub��elds and �elds us�
ing visual features� In the second case� the strategy is
more in�uenced by the model which conducts the text
segmentation process in a top�down manner�

��� Structure Model

The model is derived from the examination of di�erent
reference samples� It describes the generic structure in
terms of a hierarchy of �elds and sub��elds�
Knowing that the problem is to �nd the sub��elds

within reference areas� the model speci�cation concen�
trated on the description of sub��eld properties� by the
distinction of their typographic styles� the existence of
particular words or group of words and their appear�
ance in certain lexicons� and especially their limits �type
of initials and �nals such as capital letters� particular
words or type of punctuation separating the sub��elds��

��	 Error Correction

As the objective is to produce a valuable electronic cat�
alogue capable of providing useful help to the user in
his bibliography search and consultation� the �nal cata�
logue must contain as few error as possible� Routines for
error detection and correction will have to be adapted
to the error conditions of the actual catalogue� scan�
ner� ocr� character representation in the plain text� and
essentially data formatting and logical structure of the
reference highlighting main and secondary entries of the
references� This means that the application will have to
be presented with the result of the error analysis in a
suitable form �����

��
 Target Format

After the formatting and correction of errors� the result�
ing records will have to be converted from the internal
format into the target bibliographic format and a char�
acter set acceptable to the cataloguing system where ref�
erence will be used� This always involves the use of two
speci�c tables�

� a speci�c table showing the system how to tag the
current bibliographic element in conformity with the
target format� When the conversion is not straight�
forward� one will then have to resort to some speci�c
procedures to realize the conversion�

� a conversion table for character representation� This
table tells the system how the characters in the in�
ternal ���bit character set are to be represented in
the output �le� unimarc is expected to support uni�
code characters in the foreseeable future� in which
case conversion will no longer be needed�

� The French Library

In this study� the idea was to explore the feasibility of a
recognition approach avoiding the use of ocr and bas�
ing the strategy mainly on visual features� Visual fea�
tures are �rst computed from the original image �par�
ticular characters� style of words� numbers� etc��� Then�
labels corresponding to these features are searched in
the generic model and a list of labels is attached to each
word of the analyzed reference� On this chain of words
�with their possible labels�� a neighbourhood constraint
propagation method is applied to prune the list of pos�
sible labels� The recognition process terminates with a
mixed analysis which gives the hierarchical organization
of the structure recognized ����

��� Structural aspects

The French Library catalogue is composed of �� volumes
containing about ���� pages printed in recto�verso� This
corresponds to the total of 

� ��� references for the year
��	��

Reference Classes
There are two reference classes�

� Bibliographic references� principal �P�� secondary
�S�� analytic �A� and collection �C�� These represent
�	� of the references�

� Link references� link reference of title �T�� of con�
gress editing �T�� and the others �R�� They represent
�� of references�

The bibliographic references P� S or A always com�
prise a general reference� eventually followed by sub�
references in volume �cf� �gure �� for 
� of references
with an average of � volumes� In this last case� it is a
question of references with deprivation �D�� The biblio�
graphic references C comprise only one general reference�

Reference Typography
There are two di�erent typographic sets for the ref�

erences with equal percentage� This particularity may
complicate the visual features extraction in images and
principally the search of possible separators between the
di�erent �elds of a reference� In fact�

� the printed references� They concern French books�
The style �italic� underlined� bold� and the mode
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HEADING

BODY
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required only if each sub-reference
 of volume contains a mark group
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Fig� �� The Layout of the French National Library Refer
ences�

(a) Analytic (b) Collection

(c) Secondary (d) Link

Fig� 	� Examples of French National Library References�

�upper�case� lower�case� small lower�case� are perti�
nent indications for the �eld location�

� the typed references� They concern foreign books and
link references� Here the �pertinent indices� are richer
than those of printed references�

Logical Structure
The layout structure is very poor� essentially limited

to some typographic di�erences� The logical structure
on the other hand is much denser providing a di�erent
content architecture for each kind of reference�
Figure 	 gives examples of important references� Prin�

cipal references represent more than ��� of the refer�
ences to convert� A principal reference is very complete
containing in the heading� an author name or the begin�
ning of a title without such mentions as Ed� or Collab�
and without such links as Voir� In� Class � Devenu� etc�
A secondary reference is similar to a principal one except
that it contains function mentions in the author entry�
An analytic reference is characterized by an author�title
entry followed by the mention Voir or In�

��� Structure Modelling

The problem is to �nd the sub��elds within reference ar�
eas� The model speci�cation therefore concentrated on
the description of sub��eld properties based on the dis�
tinction of typographic styles� the existence of particular
words or group of words and their appearance in certain
lexicons� and especially their limits �type of initials and

�nals such as capital letters� particular words or type of
punctuation separating the sub��elds��
The model is given in the form of a context�free gram�

mar written in the ebnf formalism�The syntax of a pro�
duction rule is as follows �

Term ��� Constructor Sub Objects�Quali�er� j
Constant j Terminal

Constructor ��� seq td j seq lr j seq j
aggr j cho j import

Separator Name Sub Objects
Attributes �Name Weight�


Constructors and quali	ers
A term� the left hand of a rule� can either be sim�

ple �constant or terminal� or composed of subordinate
objects� In the latter case� a constructor describes the
relationship between objects� The constructor speci�es
the order of the appearance of subordinate objects such
as sequence� top�down �seq td�� left�right �seq lr� or
logical �seq�� aggregate �aggr� or choice �cho�� A
special constructor� �import�� is used to inherit for the
term some or the total description of another term� Fur�
thermore� to express the object occurrence in the term�
each object may be accompanied by a quali�er such
as optional �opt�� repetitive �rep� and optional�
conditional �optc� giving the condition under which
an object may appear�

Separators
As the structure is not su�ciently complete for char�

acterizing the �elds and separating them� the limits be�
tween consecutive �elds are introduced to reinforce the
�eld description� Separators can be speci�c punctuation
marks such as point� comma� bracket� parenthesis� etc�
mode changing �Capital letter in the beginning of the
�eld�� numeric area� font style changing� etc�

Attributes
Because of the poverty of the physical structure and

the multitude of choices represented in the model� some
attributes given in the library speci�cation were added
to the previous description to enhance the description of
the reference components�
Several kinds of attributes have been de�ned� Type

�string� line� word� char� etc��� Mode �capital� numeric�
alphabetic� punctuation� etc��� Style �bold� italic� stan�
dard� etc��� Position �beginning of line� inside� end�� Lex�
icon a�liation �author index� countries� towns� abbrevi�
ations� articles� etc��� Weight which speci�es the degree
of importance of subordinate objects� etc�
The model contains about �
� objects� mostly con�

tent fragments representing both characters and words�
Figure � describes some of the model rules implemented
in Common�Lisp�
The �rst rule �cf� �gure ��a� describes the frameRef�

erenceB as a choice �cho� between 	 references plus
ReferenceCV �for Reference Collection in Volume�
and Sub Reference Volume� The latter is optional�
conditional in the sense that it cannot participate in the
choice if its condition is not veri�ed� This condition is
provided by the Library cataloguing rules indicating that
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(:block  ReferenceGeneralP
       (: constructor seq)
       (: import-attributes printed-block)
       (: attributes 
           (pa 62) ;; a priori probabiblity
           (physical-type ’text-block))
       (: subordinate-objects
              (:HeadingP_Group opt)
                 BodyNG
                 (Mark_Group rep (optc (test-mark-sub-reference)))
                        ;; required only if each reference of volume contains
                        ;; a mark group   
                (Group_Notes opt)
                (Group_Volume_Non_Significant opt rep)))

(:Content-fragment ProperTitle
       (: attributes 
           (physical-type ’text-word)
           (style (if (=font TYPEWRITTEN) ’spaced ’bold))
              (mode ’min)
              (label ’ProperTitle)))

(:frame ReferenceB
  ;; choice between 9 different references
       (: constructor cho)
       (: attributes (physical-type ’text-block))
       (: subordinate-objects
              (:Sub_ReferenceVolume
                   (optc (and (= *num-bloc-in-column* 1)
                                     (member ($label-of *last-bloc*)
                                                    ’(ReferenceGeneralP
                                                      ReferenceGeneralS
                                                      ReferenceGeneralA
                                                      Sub_Reference_Volume)))))
        ReferenceP ReferenceS ReferenceA ReferenceC
        ReferenceCV5 ReferenceR ReferenceF ReferenceT))

(:frame ReferenceP
       (: constructor seq-td)
       (: subordinate-objects
                 ReferenceGeneralP
                 (Sub_Reference_Volume opt rep) ; for about 5% 
                   of references
                 Separator HS) ;
                (:attributes (pa 64))) ; a priori probabibility

(a) Reference Frame

(b) Principal Reference (d) Proper Title 

(c) Principal General Reference

Fig� 
� Examples of Model Rules�

a page or a column always begins by a new reference� ex�
cept for references like P� S or A� So� a sub�reference in a
volume cannot appear as a separate block except when
located at the beginning of a column and follows another
sub�reference in a volume when it is the general reference
of a reference P� S or A�
A reference P �cf� �gure ��b� is described as a top�

down sequence �seq�td� of a principal general reference�
It may be followed by a list of references in volume� The
latter� if they exist� are separated from the general ref�
erence and from the others sub�references by a horizonal
space �HS�� described in the model as a particular frag�
ment �cf� �gure ��b���
Going through the micro�structure within the refer�

ence content� we can observe in �gure ��c the internal
structure of the principal general reference� It is com�
posed of a sequence of logical entities� without informa�
tion on the orientation �top�down or left�right�� A Mark
group can for example appear on the same line as the
last line of the reference body� This sequence deals with�

� a heading group which is optional �author entry� col�
lectivity� etc��

� a reference body which is required �quali�er by de�
fault�� this body is composed with fragments� �title��
�address�date� and �collation� fragment�

� a mark fragment which can be repetitive and re�
quired� except if the reference contains sub�references
in volume and if each one of them contains a mark
group� The condition �test�mark�sub�reference�
gives a constraint for the validation of a principal
reference�

� a note group �notes between parentheses��
� an optional list of non�signi�cant volumes �without
mark and where body does not completely contain
�title�� �address�date�� �collation� ��

The most re�ned level of the description gives more
information on the content� For example� in �gure ��d�
we describe a terminal fragment representing a word be�
longing to the �proper title�� The example shows how we
represent a title with a bold style in the case of printed
reference� or �spaced� if the reference is typewritten� The
variable font controls the change of the font style during
the analysis�

Structural Analysis

Anchor points

Hypotheses Management

Output Flow

Top-downBottom-up

Model
Compilation

Model

Feature
Extraction

Image

Fig� �� System Overview�

��� System Overview

Figure � shows the principal components of the recog�
nition system� As presented in the schema� the extrac�
tion of features plays a central role in the running of the
process� The next section brie�y describes the di�erent
components�

��� Structural Analysis

The strategy is driven at the same time by the model
and by anchor points extracted from the visual features
of the current reference� It operates in a bottom�up �
top�down scheme� For each anchor point� the system pro�
poses in a bottom�up manner the most probable model
hypothesis and tries to verify in a top�down manner its
left and right contexts� This strategy is adapted to an
item where the beginning is noisy and does not favour a
top�down scheme� This strategy is e�cient only when the
number of anchor points and the number of the gram�
mar hypotheses are limited which is not the case of the
references processed� In fact� visual features are numer�
ous and not su�cient for generating the relevant anchor
points� This is so for di�erent reasons� �ner degree of
some features such as the punctuation generating ambi�
guity� irrelevant answers stemming from the style� and
paucity of the physical representation where some con�
tent fragments have no physical characteristics� Conse�
quently� we use as anchor points tokens that minimize
the number of hypotheses�

��	 Model Compilation

This step allows the transformation of the model into a
more directly usable structure� The model is �rst parsed
in order to extract the visual indices to be searched in
the references �separators� styles� etc��� Then� for each
object o of the model� three sets are built� the set of
initials �I�o �� the set of �nals �F

�
o � and the set of com�

patible neighborhood� These sets will be used during the
constraint propagation and mixed analysis stages�

Target Features
Each generic object of the model �content fragment�

is observed so that a list of speci�c attributes is summa�
rized� These attributes correspond to pertinent visual
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features to be searched for in the image� such as the
style �italic� bold� underlined� spaced�� the mode �capi�
tals� numbers� or the size of the words� Furthermore� spe�
cial characters correspond to separators between �elds
and sub�elds� The list of these separators is generated
during the compilation stage and is added to the list of
pertinent visual features to search for�

Initials and Finals
The model can be viewed from a formal point of view

as a grammar G � �Vn� Vt� P� S� where P is the set of
production rules of the model� Vn is the set of non ter�
minal objects� Vt is the set of terminal objects �which
cannot be decomposed any more� and S is the starting
axiom �the reference��
Let Sa be the set of subordinate objects of a �the

right part of a rule where a forms the left part�� The set
of initials of a �Ia� is de�ned as the subset of Sa where
each element can appear in �rst position according to the
construction �choice� sequence� aggregate�� By extension�
I�a � the transitive closure of Ia� can be recursively de�ned
as follows�

if a � Vt then I
�

a � fag else I
�

a � Ia � ��i�IaI
�

i ��
The set of �nals of a �Fa� and its transitive closure F �

a

are de�ned in a same manner but correspond to elements
that can appear in last position� I�a and F

�
a are extracted

for each object a during the compilation stage�

Compatible Neighborhood
Let Nla�p be the set of the possible neighbors at the

left of a in the rule�
p� �a�� with � � �Vt � Vn�

�� and � � ��Vt � Vn� � fag�
��

A �ctitious rule � � � is imagined so that Nla�p can
easily be recursively de�ned as follow�
if a �� S� then Nla�p � F� else Nla�p � F� �Nla�� �

Nra�p � the set of the possible neighbors at the right of a
in the rule�
p� �a�� with � � ��Vt � Vn� � fag��� and � � �Vt � Vn���
is de�ned in a same manner� A particular case concerns
repetitive objects� In this case the result is Nla�p � fag
and Nra�p �fag because repetitive objects are their own
neighbor�
Let nl�a�p be the transitive closure of the left neighbor�

hood �nals and nr�a�p the transitive closure of the right
neighborhood initials of a in p�

nl�a�p � �l�Nla�p
F �

l nr�a�p � �r�Nra�p
I�r �

These neighborhoods have to be generalized to each rule
where a appears in the right� NL�a and NR�

a are the left
and right neighborhood of a in the model and are de�ned
as follow�

NL�a � �p�E
a�nl
�
a�p NR�

a � �p�E
a�nr
�
a�p�

where E�a� represent the set of possible father for a� that
is the set of the left part of the rules where a appears
in the right� Finally� the neighborhood compatibilities of
two objects A and B �see �gure ��� are de�ned as follows�

� A is right compatible with B if B � NR�

A �case �a�
and �c�� or A � NL�B �case �a� and �d�� or �PA �
E�A� and �PB � E�B� � PA is right compatible with
PB �case �b���

BA

PA

PB

*
...

...

...

A B

PB

PA

*

......

...

A B

P
......

(a) (c) (d)

A B

PA PB

......

... ...

* *

P

(b)

Fig� ��� Neighborhood compatibility between two content
fragment A and B�

� B is left compatible with A if B � NL�A or A �
NR�

B or �PA � E�A� and �PB � E�B� � PA is left
compatible with PB�

� furthermore� A is right compatible with B �� B is
left compatible with A�

During the compilation stage� the set of couples ��i� p��
�j� p��� are extracted from the model� They represent for
each couple of objects i and j a father �non�terminal�
p �i�e� p � �i��� of i compatible with a father p� of j�
This last set contains about �	�� pairs for the model of
French references�

��
 Extraction the Visual Features

Visual features extracted during the compilation of the
model are observed on each data component �token��
As this method does not involve ocr� speci�c tools had
to be developed to recognize typographic styles �italic�
bold� underline� spaced letters�� font family �printed or
typed�� mode �number� capital� etc��� separator charac�
ters �punctuation� parentheses� arrows� particular sym�
bols� etc�� and particular words such as cross�references
responsibility mentions �Adapt�� Collab�� Comment�� etc���

Style Identi	cation

� Bold words� Two measurements are associated with
each connected component� npn� the number of black
pixels and nbseg� the number of black runs� The anal�
ysis of the histogram of values of npn�nbseg shows a
characteristic peak of the average of the line thick�
ness� This measurement allows locating the bold words
if they are in minority in the space area�

� Italic words� The pro�le of the vertical projection
of the word is compared to the projection pro�le at
the skew � �� varying around the skew standard of
italic�� The skew retained is the one which maximises
the criterion�

P
iN �i�

� where N �i� is the number of
points accumulated at i�

� Underlined words� The horizontal projection pro�le
of the word is analyzed in order to precisely locate
the top and bottom edges of the line� A partial edge
detection allows the deletion of the line preserving
the possible descenders�

� Word Mode� The analysis of the size and the space
of connected components allows the determination of
the word mode �upper�case� lower�case� spaced words�
etc��
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masks

Patterns

4.7% 5.3% 16.1% 18%

76.7% 60.8%43.3% 19%

37.5% 28.2%91% 80%

55.5% 50.3%31.5% 10%

37.5% 35.4%61% 55%

Bold Words

Underlined Words

Upper-Cases / 
Numeric

Lower-cases

Spaced Words

Total
Words

Correctly
Classified

Wrongly
Classified

210 203 7

133 131 2

238 132 6

190 188 2

190 175 5

(a) Correlation Results (b) Mode and Style  Results

Fig� ��� Result of the Visual Feature Extraction�

Key�words
They correspond to certain function mentions such

as Ed�� Collab� etc� We have chosen a simple� fast and
global method which takes into account the high and low
pro�les of the word� its length and the ratio Ni�E where
Ni is the number of pixels along the sounding line i� and
E� the average thickness of the word� Five horizontal line
sounds are judiciously used�
The recognition method was tested on a sample set

of ��� words from four pages not used for the learning�
For words whose �elds are known� the recognition rate
is ����	� for top � and ������ for top �� For words of
unknown �elds� the recognition rate is ������ for top �
and �
���� for top ��
Knowledge about the �eld to which a word belongs

is very important for its recognition� In fact� each �eld
has a local lexicon context� compiled during the learning
step� This context helps to limit the number of possible
choices and to improve the recognition rate�

Separator Recognition
We used the template matching technique for the

recognition of separators� Templates corresponding to
each kind of separator �comma�parenthesis� bracket� etc��
are learned during a previous step from di�erent samples
extracted from the references� During the recognition�
the template is moved on the line by small translations
in the four directions and the maximum of the correla�
tion is retained�
Figure ���a gives a table of correlation between some

visual features and masks learned for brackets and paren�
theses� Figure ���b relates in terms of number of words
the mode and style results� These tables show the limit
of the method�
Figure �� shows an example of separator extraction

from a principal reference�
Figure �� gives examples of visual feature extraction�

Figure � shows the result of the separator extraction�
Di�erent colours are used to distinguish the di�erent
kinds visual features�

��� Anchor Point Extraction

For each content fragment in the analyzed reference� the
sets of their possible fathers are searched� If the symbol
value of fragment A is known �for example a particu�
lar recognized character�� the set of its possible fathers

Fig� ��� Result of Separator Extraction�

projection

Underlined Word Detection 

Baseline
Underline

H (occurence)

(black vertical  run length)

H (occurence)

area of interest

i
α (black vertical  run length incl =   )

area of interest

Sound Lines

α 

Skew Detection 

Fig� ��� Visual Features Extraction� Segmentation tech
niques�

Fig� ��� Visual Features Extraction� Separator� Style and
Mode Extraction�

is initialized with PA as de�ned in the model compi�
lation� The problem is that in most cases� the symbol
value of the fragment is not known in advance� However�
some of its physical characteristics are given by the vi�
sual feature extraction� These characteristics will allow
the initialization of the possible fathers with the set of
objects that veri�es them� For each fragment� the set of
its possible fathers is pruned in order to keep only those
which are compatible with at least one of the possible
fathers of each of its neighbors� Each suppression of a
possible father constitute an information to be processed
by the neighbors �propagation�� The compatibility con�
straints are extracted during the model compilation step�
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� Initialization step

L� �

for each �i� j� � A do

for each p � E�i� do
for each p� � E�j� do
if Pij�p� p

�� then Cijp � Cijp � �
S�j� p��� S�j� p

�� � f�i� p�g
end if

end for

if Cijp � � then L� L � f�i� p�g
end if

end for

end for

� Discrete propagation

consistency � true

while L �� � and consistency do

choose �i� p� in L� L� L� f�i� p�g� E�i�� E�i�� fxg
if E�i� � � then consistency � false

else

for each �j� p�� � S�i� p� do
if p� � E�j� then
Cjip� � Cijp� � �
if Cijp� � � then E�j�� E�j� � fp�g

L� L � f�j� p��g
end if

end if

end for

end if

end while

Fig� ��� AC
 algorithms�

This method is based on the arc consistency algorithm
ac� ����
The basic idea is to associate with each arc�label cou�

ple a counter Cijp� This counter contains the number of
possible fathers of j �E�j�� compatible with the possible
father p of i� Furthermore� the set S�i� p� is memorized�
It represent all the node�label couples �k� p�� compatible
with the father p of i� This set helps to determine the
counters Ckip� to be decreased when p is suppressed from
E�i�� The cost is O�ae�� where a is the number of frag�
ments is the chain and e is the maximalnumber of fathers
per fragment� The algorithm involves two steps� The �rst
consists of initializing the counters Cijp and building the
sets S�i� p�� The node�label couples to be suppressed will
be added to the set L initialized as empty set� The sec�
ond step prunes the sets of labels associated with the
fragments� When a counter Cijp becomes zero� it means
that no element in E�j� is compatible with the father p
of i� p has to be suppressed from E�i� and the informa�
tion propagated to all the nodes that have a compatible
label with p� i�e��

	�j� p�� � S�i� p�� Cjip� 
 Cjip� � �

This operation is repeated each time a counter be�
comes zero� The fact that the set E�i� becomes empty is
a proof of the inconsistency of the chain �see �gure �
��
The example in �gure �� shows the incidence of the

constraint propagation for anchor points extraction�

6

7   8   9

13

Fragment
Segmentation

Initial
String

10 1211 14 15

54321

�a� Initial Symbols extracted from a Reference Link�

Before Propagation After Propagation

Fr� S Father Symbol Father

� � f ���� ��� g ��� ZTitreF
� � �� labels TypeF TitreF
� � �� labels � f TypeF� NomF g

 � �� labels � f Pren�� TypeF�

NomF g
� � f ���� ��� g ��� TitreF
� ��� � labels ��� ZTitreF
� �� �� labels �� NoticeT
� � � labels RenvoiT NoticeT
	 ��� � labels ��� NoticeT
�� � f ���� ��� g ��� ZTitreF
�� � �� labels TypeF TitreF
�� � �� labels � f TypeF� NomF g
�� � �� labels � f Pren�� TypeF�

NomF g
�
 ��� �
 labels ��� TitreF
�� � f ���� ��� g ��� ZTitreF

�b� Extraction of Anchor points� those having only one
father after propagation�

Fig� ��� Incidence of the constraint propagation�

��� Bottom�up  Top�down Analysis

The analysis algorithm proposed by ��
� starts from a
well chosen anchor point ok� It searches for the rule
�A � �ok�

�� in the model� The left and right con�
texts �� and ��� are then veri�ed in a top�down manner�
from right to left for � and from left to right for ��� This
procedure is then repeated on A by searching for another
reducing rule of the form �B � �A��� and so on until
reaching the grammar axiom �cf� �gure �	�� In order to
optimize the bottom�up step� we choose the objects that
minimize a criterion which depends on the number of hy�
potheses and on an a priori probability for each of them�
This probability is given during the model construction
step as an additional attribute to help the analysis�
The method for the left and right context veri�ca�

tion is illustrated in �gure ��� Considering an already
veri�ed object ok �which can be an anchor point at the
beginning�� a rule A � �ok�

� is proposed from the
model where � and �� are the left and right context to
be veri�ed� We next describe the left veri�cation which
is processed from right to left� The right veri�cation is
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A

λ λ’

B

μ μ’

{

o1... ... ... ...o j+1ojoi-1 oi on
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{ {

ok

Fig� �	� Mixed Strategy�

performed in the opposite direction in identical manner�
The left context � can be rewritten as� � � �� 	 	 	 �i� �i
is �rst veri�ed in a top�down manner� then �i�� and so
on� �i is �rst checked to avoid an unnecessary top�down
analysis�
Considering �a� a� 	 	 	 an� as the input chain to be

recognized� di�erent cases can be encountred�

� �i is repetitive� It is transformed into the following
sequence�

�i � sequence��i �optional repetitive�� �i��
� �i is a terminal� In this case� we observe af �see
�g� ����a��� the left neighbor of ok� �i is validated
if it is a possible label for af �obtained during the
propagation step��

� �i is a non�terminal� Here� we check if there is an
intersection between the possible labels of af and F

�

�i
�

the set of �nals for �i �see �g� ����b��� The syntactic
analysis of �i is performed only in this case�

� If �i is veri�ed or if it is optional� the veri�cation
is continued on �i��� The problem is recurrent and
a possible �nal for �i�� �ax� has to be found in the
input chain� as a left neighbor for a possible initial of
�i �ay� �see �g� ����c��

� If �i is required but not veri�ed then the current rule
is abandoned� The failure is propagated to the upper
level �A� so that other alternatives can be tested� If
all the alternatives end in failure for the object A�
then another possible father is chosen from object
Ok�

� If � and �� could be veri�ed for the rule A� �ok�
��

the set of possible fathers for A is pruned according
to the neighborhood compatibilities between A and
its left and right context in the chain�

��� Results and Discussion

A test was performed on �� catalogue pages correspond�
ing to about thirty references per page �a total of ��� ref�
erences�� Results show that the structure is always cor�
rectly recognized when the initial data is consistent� The
few errors encountered arising from erroneous choices
�for Human� were in the end veri�ed with the help of

Ok

A

ai ......a1 af ag ...

λ1 λi...
λ

an

λ’

(a) (b) (c)

Ok

A

λ’
λi...

λ
λ1 λi-1

...* *...* *

ai ...ag ... an...a1 af
axay

...

Ok

A

λ1 λi...
λ

λ’

...
ai ......a1 af ag ... an

* *

Fig� �
� Di erent LefttoRight TopDown Context Veri�ca
tion�

the model� We can estimate at about half� the references
that gave a consistent chain after syntactic propagation�
For the other half� by rede�ning the model in a less strict
manner� or by enhancing the low�level tools� 
�� of the
errors coming from the extraction of visual features can
be recovered� This constitutes the major weakness of this
global method�

The drawback of the method
The neighborhood constraint propagation needs ro�

bust tools to extract the visual features from the im�
age� At this stage� if the structure recognition could be
achieved without ocr� we have to admit that the use of
one or a combination of several commercial ocr�s would
have improved the recognition rate� We have had to de�
velop speci�c tools to recognize particular characters and
words� and to recognize the styles and the modes of the
tokens� This task proved di�cult because of the noisy
multifont environment of the catalogues� For example�
the punctuation is often attached to the preceding word
and is not identi�ed� This drawback is propagated along
the chain which often leads to an inconsistency�

The strength of the method
A bottom�up�top�down analysis allows the building

of the reference hierarchy from the fragment called an�
chor points� The other fragments are just veri�ed in a
top down manner on their left and right context� This
mixed analysis is much faster than a full top�down anal�
ysis because the input chain is �ltered according to the
extracted features and the neiborhood constraint propa�
gation� Fancy references are rejected at the propagation
stage� In the top�down method� such references would
have to wait for the analysis stage before being rejected�

 The Belgian Library

In order to improve the recognition rate of the reference
structures� we based the second system on an extensive
use of ocr and on the context ������� Documentalist
experts have contributed to the determination of a ba�
sic logical structure description� Furthermore� di�erent
knowledge sources were added such as general and spe�
cialized lexicons �indexes of subjects� names� etc��� These
indexes� present in the catalogues� were also modelled
and recognized by the same system�
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  . Author / Title
  . Address (location, publisher, year)
  . Collation (material description of the work) 

UDC

REFERENCE ORDER

BODY

COLLECTION (series, volume) optional

NOTE (about the title) optional

Fig� ��� The Structure Layout of the Belgian References�

	�� Structural Aspects

The Belgian Library is presented as a series of monthly
catalogues on paper� Each catalogue is divided into two
parts� The �rst part contains the bibliography body while
the second is �lled with pointers to authors� subjects
treated �titles� collections� rubrics in French and in Dutch�
etc���

Layout Reference Structure
The layout structure is very poor� it is partitioned

into �ve areas �cf� �gure ���� The �rst area� composed of
the �rst line� contains on its right hand side� the �cdu�
code �Classi�cation D�ecimale Universelle� which gives
some information about the library classi�cation of the
reference� The second area contains the reference body�
It is composed of a series of �elds describing the work
referred in the reference such as �heading� �author name
or beginning of title�� �title�� �address�� �collation� �ma�
terial description of the work � location� editor� year� for�
mat� etc��� The body is often typed in many lines� The
third area contains the �Collection� �eld �description of
the series� volume� etc��� The fourth area contains the
�Note� �eld which for example gives information about
the title �abbreviated� complete� original� etc��� These
last two areas are optional and so are not always present
in some references� The last area� located on the last
line of the reference� contains the �reference�� on the left
hand� and the �order number�� on the right hand�

Logical Reference Structure
The logical structure on the other hand is more dense�

A �heading area�� representing the �rst author or the be�
ginning of a title is always located at the beginning of
the �body�� As with the rest� there is a great variety
of possibilities� We can �nd� for example� depending on
the references� �principal authors� or �secondary� �in�
troduced by some characteristic expressions� which can
be physical persons or institutions� some �main titles��
�parallel� �printed in di�erent languages�� or �partially��
�sub�titles�� �publishers� with their �addresses� and the
�date� of publication� an area �collation� describing the
characteristics of the work �number of pages� format�
supporting documents� etc���

Ambiguities
Errors

Structural Analysis

Control Agenda

Hypotheses Management

Specific Structure

(UNIMARC)
Output Flow

Model
Compilation

Model

Filtering
(Tokens)

OCR Flow

Fig� ��� System Overview�

	�� System Overview

Figure �� shows the major components of the system de�
veloped� The input is given by tagged ocr output refer�
ences� The Domain knowledge contains the generic struc�
ture of the references �model� and also the data �ow to
recognize� The �ow is given in sgml formalism ����� The
model is compiled and the �ow is �ltered to extract in�
teresting information for the analysis�
The Databases contain all lexicons used for term ver�

i�cation �index of author names and titles� towns� coun�
tries� expressions� etc��� These indexes were recognized in
a previous step in the same manner� that is� with rules
and tagged ocr output� What follows describes only the
reference analysis�
The Structural analysis is the main module of the

system� The system control acts on the hypotheses man�
agement process to produce and verify hypotheses on the
speci�c structure� The speci�c structure is represented
by a tree of terms� Hypotheses are produced for each
node of the tree and construction is �rst pursued for
the node which looks the most likely �having the highest
score��
The Output� tagged in unimarc� contains the speci�c

structure identi�ed by the system�

Data Flow
Each reference is passed through a series of commer�

cial ocrs� The results of these ocrs are combined to
obtain the best response� The reason for this is that refer�
ences contain a lot of di�erent symbols �such as punctua�
tion� indices� exponents� and multilingual words typed in
di�erent sizes and styles� which are very di�cult to rec�
ognize using only one ocr� We thought that combining
the results of di�erent specialized ocrs will give a max�
imum of information on the text� its style� its language�
and its separators�
The result of these tasks is a data �ow containing the

reference text coded in sgml� The tags separate the lines
and di�erent information such as style or lexical class
corresponding to each word �token�� Figure �� shows the
�ow corresponding to the reference of �gure ���
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Fig� ��� Flow of the reference given in �gure ��a�

The reference is located in this �ow between two suc�
cessive tags �
NOT� and �
�NOT��� Useful tags for
the document analysis are �LEX� which gives the lexi�
con a�liations of words� �I� for italic style� �B� for bold
style� and �S� for the number of spaces� The defaults
style is standard and as such not tagged� It is possible to
have some errors during this �rst conversion �especially
in recognition of style and punctuation�� For example�
the exponent �o� in co is replaced by the character �o��
Another initial recognition error concerns the style of the
end of the secondary title which is identi�ed as �stan�
dard� instead of �italic��

OCR Filtering
The content fragment extraction is easier than in the

French Library case because the ocr �ow directly gives
the list of separated words� Only the hyphenation poses
the problem of word extraction and needs a particular in�
terpretation of dashes at the end of lines� Furthermore� a
�ltering stage is used before the extraction either to elim�
inate some useless terms given by the ocr �ow �global
information on the image and on the location of its lines�
or to convert some peculiar symbols coded in a particular
manner by sgml such as the � � �n amp in sgml� or
the accents such as the �� �enacute in sgml�� etc� Once
the data �ow is purged and words are extracted� a table

is �lled containing tokens �words or word fragments� ac�
companied by their attributes �given by the ocr such as
language� style� mode� etc��� This table is used during the
analysis step for the validation of syntactic associations
of terms�

	�� Structure Modelling

The model is given by the Library experts� We also used
a context�free grammar where the terms are described
by a combination of constructors� quali�ers� subordinate
objects and attributes�

Attributes
Because of the weakness of the physical structure and

the multitude of choices represented in the model� we
added to the previous description� some attributes given
in the Library speci�cation to give a more precise de�
scription of the reference components�
Several kinds of attributes have been de�ned� among

them� Type �string� line� word� char� etc��� Mode �capi�
tal� numeric� alphabetic� punctuation� etc��� Style �bold�
italic� standard� etc��� Position �beginning of line� inside�
end�� Lexicon a�liation �author index� countries� towns�
abbreviations� articles� etc��� Separator between subordi�
nate objects �space� comma� hyphen� etc���Weight which
speci�es the degree of importance of subordinate objects�
etc�
The following example describes the term �title� as

a logical sequence of two objects� �proper�title� and
�rest�title� where the style is not italic �may be bold
or standard�� It is located at the beginning of the line
with a comma as a separator� The minus sign indicates
the negation of an attribute value�

title ��� seq proper�title rest�title
Style �Italic
Position Begline
Sep Comma

Weights
In the case of an uncertain ocr �ow� weights are

used to obtain an evaluation of the solution retained�
These weights are speci�ed in symbolic form� for exam�
ple from A �very important� to Z �not important�� The
corresponding numerical values are determined from a
base value speci�ed by the user� In this manner� the
user can specify the importance he attaches to each sub�
ordinate object� In the following example� the optional
object �particle� �A� is more important than �lcap�
�G�� This speci�cation is logical since an optional object
normally helps in reinforcing the possible presence of a
term more than an object that is always present�

zpb ��� seq lcap rp particle�
Weight particle A lcap G

Actions
The processing of a rule sometimes needs a check

procedure before or after its processing� either to pre�
pare the analysis of the rule� to recover from its failure�
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or to post�process the result� For example� if the analyzer
is expecting only numerical values in a region being an�
alyzed but fails to �nd them� it is called� Usually this
function should check for ocr substitution errors� ex �
�l� for ���� �O� for ����� The production rule given in
the sequel describes a choice between two terms neither
of which should contain any of the strings in the lexicon
�Abn� �expressed by the attribute Clex�� There are two
actions� The �rst one indicates the need to verify before
the rule analysis that the search zone does not contain
the string �fr��� In the event this hypothesis is veri�ed�
the second function is executed to create a unimarc tag
before the restitution of the result in the required format�

fip ��� cho fip� ipa
Clex �Abn
Style Italic
Action !VerifyStringInField�fr��false�

Restitute���
�bb�

Inheritance
We distinguish essentially two kinds of inheritance�

the succession and the external reference� In the �rst
case� the inheritance of attributes between an object
and its subordinate objects is made in direct line �di�
rect �liation�� according to the constructor type� In the
case of �choice�� all the attributes are sent to subor�
dinate objects� For sequences� only the typographic at�
tributes �style� mode� etc�� are inherited by the sub�
ordinate objects� Attributes describing the geometrical
structure �position� width� height� etc�� are �ltered as a
function of the kind of the physical structure� For ex�
ample� a top�down sequence transmits only the width to
subordinate objects � the location attributes in a page�
region� or line are inherited only by the �rst object of a
sequence�
The inheritance by external reference is obtained by

the constructor Import� In this case� the characteristics
of the subordinate object �imported object� are inher�
ited by the current object� There is no restriction on
the imported attributes� Furthermore� the constructor
and the subordinate objects of the imported object are
also transmitted to the current object� The following ex�
ample describes the object Notes as a repetition of the
object OtherNotes the characteristics of which are im�
ported� The attributes Sep� Action and Style of the
object Notes take the place of the eventual attributes of
the same name inherited from OtherNotes�

Notes ��� Import OtherNotes!
Sep LongDash B
Style Standard
Action !VerifyStartWith���FALSE�

	�� Structure Analysis

The structure analysis is based on the model and the
entry data �ow� For the model� the grammar rules are
converted by a compilation procedure into a working
structure� The input data �ow is also reorganized into

Generic
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Specific Instances
Creation

Document
Content

Agenda
H. Processing

Specific Content

Generic Content

Preconditions

Local
Strategy

Specific Instances
Creation

Hypotheses
Evaluation

A posteriori
Confidence Score

Specific
structure
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(object) 

ANALYSIS

Post-proces.
Actions

A priori
Confidence Score

terminal

non-terminal

Fig� ��� Functioning Scheme of the Structural Analysis�

a working table by a �ltering task� This table contains
useful tokens extracted from the �ow such as style� to�
ken� size� etc� and a pointer to a bu�er containing the
corresponding content� Figure �� summarizes the prin�
cipal functioning mode of the structural analysis�

Model Compilation
This step helps to adapt the analysis process to the

application model� It generates working �les containing
the speci�c terms� actions and attributes for the appli�
cation� References as well as indexes �containing authors
and subjects� are modelled as three di�erent applica�
tions� During the analysis� these �les are converted into
dynamic tables of terms where the entries correspond to
term codes� Each term is given by a list of characteris�
tics gathered in a characteristic table� This allows the
system to read rapidly the characteristics of each term
analyzed�

Hypotheses Management
At each step of the analysis� the system proposes for

the current object di�erent choices for its decomposition
�analysis�� Those choices which are not already veri�ed
are called hypotheses� We use a structural tree to store
these hypotheses� A con�dence score �a priori score� is
computed for each generated hypothesis� This score al�
lows to choose� among all the current hypotheses in an
agenda� the one to process �rst� The score computing is
initialized by the weights given in the model for the cur�
rent object �for its attributes and subordinate objects��
This score is successively updated as the hypotheses are
veri�ed and becomes a recognition score� At the end of
the analysis� each tree path corresponds to a possible
structure �for the input reference� weighted by a recog�
nition score� This qualitative reasoning helps to reduce
errors and isolate possible ambiguous areas�
The hypotheses are chosen from the agenda accord�

ing to the importance of their a priori scores �apr�� Thus�
the analyzer is said to function in an opportunistic mode�
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Fig� ��� Score Propagation�

Terminal terms �tree leaves� are directly veri�ed� On fail�
ure or success� the a priori score is up�dated and becomes
an a posteriori score �aps� which is propagated from bot�
tom to top in the corresponding path �see �gure ����
The a priori score of a current object o depends on

the result of the observation of its attributes �at� for each
token tk of o �C�at� tk��� It is also function of the token
length �L� and of the weight W of each attribute�

apr�o� �

X

at

X

tk

C�at� tk�	W �at�	L�tk�

X

at

W �at�	L�o�

The a posteriori score of o is updated from the a
posteriori scores of its subordinate objects �oi� by taking
into account their corresponding weights �p��

aps�o� �

X

i

p�oi�	aps�oi�	L�oi�

X

i

p�oi�	L�oi�

With this method� the di�erent objects and attributes
in�uence the �nal score according to their importance in
the model �weight� and in the input data string �length��

Local Strategies
We now present some examples of actions executed

before the general analysis� Depending on the status re�
turned by these actions� they can either play the role of
pre�conditions� in which case� the analysis continues nor�
mally� or of local strategies� or stopping general strategy�
When an action plays the role of a local strategy� it has
the control of new hypotheses �possible decomposition
of the current object� to submit�

Author searching
In the library references studied� it was found �t�

ting to identify the secondary authors of the publication�
Contrary to principal authors� secondary authors are in�
troduced by a particular expression ��par�� �introduit

par�� �illustration de�� etc��� It su�ce to recognize this
expression and to verify that what follows corresponds
to an author� The problem here comes from the fact
that authors are not necessarily presented in the same
format in indexes and references� Furthermore� the list
of expressions is not exhaustive� It is �tting to re�ne the
syntactical analysis to recognize these secondary authors
as shown by this example�

ZATZME ��� Seq ZAT ZME"
Sep Ponct�
Action !InitAuteurs�Expressions�

IndexAuteurs�����

Parameters Expressions� IndexAuteurs� etc� corre�
spond to a list of lexicons used by the local strategy
InitAuteurs

Searching for style
In order to minimize the number of hypotheses sub�

mitted during the analysis� we developed some heuristics
using typographic characteristics to delimit an area� The
following example shows an action which cuts the current
object at the �rst punctuation preceding the beginning
of the italic area� This pre�cutting in fact allows part by
part analysis and avoids hypotheses which are doomed
to fail

ZATX ��� Seq ZATZME ZIC
Sep Ponct
Action !SplitField�italic�Ponct�

Suppression of irrelevant hypotheses
Some objects to be recognized are easily identi�able

�for example� a town found in town dictionary�� In this
case� it is interesting to delete all hypotheses in the queue
which contain the same search area in an another con�
text� The action KillAmbiguities in the example be�
low is activated if the object MotEd� is perfectly rec�
ognized� It goes through the speci�c structure tree and
suppresses all waiting hypotheses that contain the same
content as MotEd� and that do not belong to other in�
stances of MotEd�� This action must be used carefully
because every new hypothesis on this area� which is not
an instance of MotEd�� will be forbidden�

MotEd� ��� Terminal
Alex Edition ��opl� tir� uitg� �ed� etc�
Nature mot
Action KillAmbiguities�� RestituteField��

Output Flow Restitution
When the analysis is �nished� it is necessary to go

through the structure tree to produce a structured �ow
corresponding to the result� This is realized in depth
�rst� The structure is represented by a mark up format
like sgml� Each tagged �eld is given by a con�dence
score� If� for the same speci�c object� many hypotheses
are successful� we have an ambiguity in the structure�
Some types of documents are intrinsically ambiguous�

For example� in the sequence�
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A ��� Import B!
Sep Virg
B ��� Terminal

A is a repetition of objects B� separated by a comma�
But nothing indicates that a comma can appear within a
B� Thus� there is ambiguity� Furthermore� there is error
if the examination of the tree reveals an object which
veri�es no decomposition hypothesis� Errors can either
come from the ocr �the separator characters are not
recognized� the style and mode are incorrectly identi�ed
� etc��� or from a document which does not correspond to
the generic model �required �eld is absent� styles are not
exact� etc��� A special tagging is used to restitute every
ambiguity in order to correct it manually later�

	�	 Results and Discussion

This section shows the statistical results obtained from
tests e�ected on the real production chain of the com�
pany �jouve��

Problems Encountered
The main problems encountered in the technical real�

ization of this project concern the ocr treatment of the
bibliographic information� the modelling of the Library
catalogues structure and the adaptation to an industrial
production�

OCR and Bibliographic Information
The variability of the typography seriously handi�

capped the straightforward conversion of the bibliogra�
phy using ocr techniques� Several reasons were signalled
in section ���� The main de�ciencies of the Belgian cat�
alogues reside in�

� its typographic aspects� connected characters for bold
data and the use of standard numeric characters within
textual areas in italics�

� the fact that diacritics are added by hand�
� the use of long dash line for the parallel areas and for
some of the collection sub�areas�

� the intensive use of square brackets�

���� of references were returned to the Library for the
transilteration of non Latin characters found in the ref�
erences�

Bibliographic Catalogue Modelling
This problem is already encountered in a traditional

retrospective conversion process in which the Library
writes speci�cations for the conversion of its catalogue�
These speci�cations must be validated on several refer�
ences and modi�ed in a continuous manner in order to
adjust the model so as to take into account exceptions
and newly encountered problems� In the more project�
these speci�cations were greatly re�ned with the em�
phasis more on cataloguing than on computer automatic
conversion� In this regard� librarians and system design�
ers must come to a common understanding on the spec�
i�cation of the model�

The three main characteristics listed below account
for the di�culty in processing the structure of biblio�
graphical information�

� Catalogues are written before the isbd standard� ba�
sed on di�erent structures with particular rules for
layout and punctuation�

� The correspondence between the pr�isbd catalogu�
ing rules is sometimes di�cult to establish with the
unimarc format for the transcription of the title ar�
eas and responsibility mentions� This di�culty is less
pronounced in usmarc where the main cataloguing
elements are grouped into three sub�areas in only
one possible non�repetitive sequence� In unimarc�
the same information can be shared in six sub�areas
all of which are repetitive and have a high number
of possible sequential combinations� The same di��
culty is encountered in the modelling of the edition
and collection areas�

� Some catalogues involve hierarchical levels as in the
case of a monography in severals volumes� with sig�
ni�cant titles for each volume� The model has to
take into account some speci�c considerations for the
treatment of these volumes� In the Belgian Library�
the cataloguing of volumes belonging to a monogra�
phy in many volumes� as well as the treatment of
collective titles was very di�cult to model and had
created some anomalies which were returned to the
client �the Belgian Library�� The presence of many
o�cial languages in this bibliography �French and
Dutch� have also led to a great number of parallel
mentions in titles and notes� teading to a very com�
plex structure for titles and responsibility mentions�
	��� of the �� references were returned for manual
control because of bad structure� ��
�� for the title
structure and ����
� for the validation of collective
authorship�

Speci	c Results

The industrial prototype
Figure � shows the industrial prototype developed

by jouve� The functional architecture is meant for pro�
duction and it is very modular facilitating adaptation
to di�erent situations and cases� Among the important
modules we �nd�

� the module for �nal veri�cation and formatting� It
receives the sgml �ow as input and produces refer�
ences in unimarc format� after e�ecting the exhaus�
tive controls and generating the missing information
in the reference� It comprises modules for exhaus�
tivity control� country and language codes for pub�
lication� quality control of the structure and coded
information�

� a module for anomaly management� It handles all
questions and errors which can appear in the produc�
tion chain and which may need help from the Library�
It comprises sub�modules for formatting note edition
for the Library� In return� and depending on the Li�
brary comment� the reference is taken into account
at di�erent level in the production chain�
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Quality Control Evaluation
The quality control was performed on a random set

of 
� of references which are not in anomaly� namely
��	 references of the volume of June of the year ��	��
and ��	�� characters� A professional librarian e�ected
a re�reading of the controlled sample and indicated the
di�erent errors found�
#

OCR Quality
The project has investigated the following commer�

cially available ocr packages� Calera� Wordscan� Caere
Omnipage� The accuracy of the packages when used with�
out postprocessing modules seems to be at the same level
for the investigated ocr programs� that is about �����
correct �about ���� of the characters of the source mis�
recognized or not recognized�� when used with trained
typefaces� With catalogue references this means � to �
errors per reference on the average� With much worn out
references or very uneven printing as well as multi�font
references the accuracy is obviously much less� For the
�	 errors obtained on the ��	 references� �� are for al�
phabetic�  for the digit � converted to� l�� or I� � for an
indice wrongly positioned in a numerical area� � for dash
lines confused with an underscore� � for diacritics and �
for double points�

Structure Quality
The set of ��	 references comprises about ��� uni�

marc samples� There was no fault� no detection of limits

between �elds� but only errors within �elds and errors on
the type or the category of �elds�
Table � gives the nature of structure errors and their

percentage�

References Percentage
Recognized without error ����

Recognized with ambiguities to resolve �
manually

Recognized but with �risk� to be �
reexamined

Recognized with structure error �
Unrecognized � anomalies ���

Unrecognized � unknown cause �
Unrecognized � model �

Table �� Structure Results�

An ambiguity is announced when there are two struc�
ture hypotheses of equal importance for the same portion
of the content�
References with �risk� are references for which errors

are not already taken into account in the modellingphase
such as the presence of multiple sub�areas in one �eld not
allowed to contain more than one area� detection of the
presence of names �belonging to dictionaries� in the title�
detection of acronyms in title and collection areas� etc�
Structure errors detected are due to the de�ciency of

the model and to ill functioning of the dictionary author�
titles during the structure phase�
References in anomaly correspond to a catalogue whi�

ch is inconsistent with the cataloguing rules�

Language and Country Codes
The generation of country codes for publication is de�

rived from the publication place identi�ed in the struc�
ture by comparison with an atlas� The generation of the
language codes for publication is made by analyzing the
title language� for the �xed �eld and parallel titles for
codes associated with each of the titles� The analysis is
performed only on the common names using extended
language dictionaries� All the errors� about �
� have to
do with language codes�

Global Evaluation
The global evaluation of the prototype is performed

after the treatment of all the �� volumes of the Belgian
Library catalogue� i�e� 
� references� The volume of
June is discarded because it was used in the �rst phase
for the quality control evaluation� Performances are as
follows�

� OCRICR� ���� doubts per reference for only the
body of the bibliography and ���	 doubts per ref�
erence if we include the main and secondary entries�

� Structure Recognition� �	� of the references were rec�
ognized automatically by the system�

� Attribution of language and country codes� 		�	� of
the references have their codes created automatically
by the system�
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However� putting togeteher all the operations of cor�
rection provided for the automatic recognition of the
structure and the code generation� as well as the cor�
rections e�ected on references with �risk�� only 	�
�
of the references were fully recognized automatically
without any manual intervention�

� Execution Time� The execution of the prototype takes
about ���� per notice� This depends on the complex�
ity of the structure and the correction procedures
launched by the system�
Table � gives the time spent by the di�erent modules
of the system on the 
� references�

Automatic Module Time in hours ! total time

OCR�ICR ���� �
!
Structure Recognition 		 ����!
Others � ���!

Table �� Time spent by the Automatic Processing�

Manual Intervention
Table � gives statistics on manual interventions either

for ocr correction or for re�treatment of the structure
or the codes generation�

Module Defect Cases Manual
interventions

OCR�ICR 

	�� doubts 	��� doubts
examined per reference

Structure �
	
 references ��!
unstructured of references
totally or partially

Codes Country ���
 references ����!
Language with in less one of references

nongenerated code
Structure ���� references ����!
� Country Codes corrected in less of references
� language one time
Anomaly after �
� references ��
!
Quality Control returned to of references

the Library

Table �� Statistics on Manual Interventions�

� Comparing the two Methods

The two approaches studied revealed the importance of
a model for structure recognition� They also showed that
the model is insu�cient if we do not have tools to ex�
tract pertinent feature �ocr or visual characteristics of
the image�� This is particularly so if the content of the
document is rich and complex� Several references still
remain unrecognized or ambiguous because of the com�
plexity of such a task� The reasons for these failures are
many�

First� as the model is built from non�normalized ref�
erences �pre�isbd�� knowledge is incomplete and uncer�
tain� Furthermore� a great number of sub�classes are rep�
resented in only one model which leads to di�culties
during hypotheses generation and leaves ambiguities in
the �nal structure� The principal di�culty encountered
in these projects was obviously the model construction�
The construction of models to cope with complex or am�
biguous bibliographical information structures is indeed
di�cult to realize on account of the level details that
the speci�cation must be able to embrace and of the
di�culty of determining appropriate weights for objects
and attributes� An interesting prospect of this project
concerns an automatic help for model learning� Such a
system was elaborated by our team for scienti�c paper
models ���� It shows the interest in extending the learning
to the micro�structure�
Second� recognition of the structure of this kind of

document amounts to the problem of text understand�
ing� The interpretation is not only based on character or
word recognition� but also on the recognition of speci�c
expressions and even complete sentences� Furthermore�
the linguistic style of these sentences is not always �xed
and known in advance �not regular�� The problem here is
not only syntactic recognition but also semantic under�
standing� For this� a perfect domain knowledge is nec�
essary to understand the di�erent speci�c expressions�
Adapted tools and heuristics have to be investigated�
This investigation can �rst be based on existing natu�
ral language processing techniques and linguistic models�
Our recent work ���� is oriented in this direction�

� General Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to enhance understanding of
the issues involved in the retroconversion process and to
show the advances in the �eld of character recognition
and structure interpretation and their usefulness in the
development of solutions to the retroconversion problem�
The prototypes produced in the more project con�

stitute important results of the European approach and
the di�erent syntheses produced are very precious and
should provide a broader basis for further work in the
�eld of library automation�
Cooperation between libraries has produced valuable

insights into practice of retroconversion of old catalogues�
This has contributed to a better understanding of the
problems involved and in establishing common standards
and shared resources�
A number of speci�c problems remain to be tackled�

These relate to�

� Character acquisition� the processing of an important
proportion of non textual characters� such as punctu�
ation �marks�� does not take advantage of intelligent
processing� There is a need to favour cooperation be�
tween di�erent ocrs�

� Structure recognition� an important proportion of the
microstructure codes depends on ambiguous charac�
ters or on the interpretation of very short textual
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contexts� the structure being very rich and dense� Fi�
nally� the majority of content fragments are optional
or repetitive and the number of cases is very high�
The modelling of such a structure is very di�cult to
realize� Speci�c tools are not available for doing so�

� The creation of coded information� the creation of
the publication language code and the country pub�
lication code is based on the analysis of the con�
tent of some areas and comparison with dictionaries�
The results of automatic processing are consequently
function of the characteristics of the collections pre�
sented in the catalogue� i�e� function of the number
and the relative proportion of languages and publi�
cation countries and their relative ambiguities�

In the two projects� dictionaries are very important�
They are used at the same time for character recognition�
structure recognition and in creating coded information�
These dictionaries are composed of speci�c and general
tools for the de�nition of bibliographical information�
and also for the country where the references are writ�
ten� They therefore include the cataloguing rules and the
tools of the local library�
The experimentation conducted in the framework of

the two projects highlights how di�cult a task it is to
generalize a common retroconversion procedure to di�er�
ent libraries� because of the speci�city of bibliographical
information and catalogues�
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